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Abstract

High-speed flight vehicles (HSFVs) such as space launch vehicles and missiles undergo severe dynamic loads which are 

generated during the launch and in in-flight environments. A typical vehicle is composed of thin plate skin structures with 

high-performance electronic units sensitive to such vibratory loads. Such lightweight structures are then exposed to external 

dynamic loads which consist of random vibration, shock, and acoustic loads created under the operating environment. Three 

types of dynamic loads (acoustic loads, rocket motor self-induced excitation loads and aerodynamic fluctuating pressure 

loads) are considered as major components in this study. The estimation results are compared to the design specification 

(MIL-STD-810) to check the appropriateness. The objective of this paper is to study an estimation methodology which helps to 

establish design specification for the dynamic loads acting on both vehicle and electronic units at arbitrary locations inside the 

vehicle. 
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1. Introduction

Launch vehicles and missiles undergo severe dynamic 

loads which are generated during the launch and during 

flight. Such critical dynamic loads include random vibration, 

shock, and acoustic loads. It is important to predict such 

vibration responses accurately, even at an early stage of the 

design. These loads provide an important criterion for the 

principal structural design of the launch vehicle. Critical 

events responsible for the dynamic loads induced in the 

launch vehicle include the following: lift-off, atmospheric 

flight (e.g., static aeroelastic, gust, buffet), engine ignition, 

shutdown, and separating events [1].

High-speed flight vehicle (HSFV) is launched in a launch 

canister and flies only in the atmosphere, and which is a 

significant difference from the space launch vehicles. Such 

operating conditions induce different dynamic loads on the 

vehicle, which are acoustic loads in the launch canister and 

aerodynamic loads during cruise flight and maneuvering. 

This study considers those unique situations to estimate 

acoustic loads and aerodynamic fluctuating loads.

Hardy and Steele [2] examined the flight test results of a 

Taurus launch vehicle and found that the payload vibration 

response is affected more by the acoustic load during lift-off 

and by aero-acoustic excitation during atmospheric flight 

than by the excitation caused by the burning of the rocket 

motor. This suggests that the acoustic load and aero-acoustic 

excitation together represent a significant dynamic load 

component for a launch vehicle.

Dotson and Womack [3] showed that for a relatively small 

launch vehicle with solid rocket motor in stages, the firing of 

the solid rocket motor would impose a significant spacecraft 

load that would exceed those induced by flight events.

In these previous examinations, three major excitation 

sources have been reported: acoustic loads, aerodynamic 

loads, and rocket motor loads. These factors should be 

considered for a small-size launch vehicle, such as a high-

speed flight vehicle (HSFV).

Jeffrey and Vincent [4] analyzed and modeled the dynamic 

response of a large composite spacecraft antenna structure 
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subjected to acoustic excitation loads during lift-off. To 

predict the broad frequency range of the response, different 

analysis methods were used. In a high frequency range, a 

statistical energy analysis (SEA) method was used and at the 

low-frequency to mid-frequency range, and a hybrid FE-SEA 

method was used to predict the structural response.

Jeffrey and William [5] undertook modelling and analysis 

for predictions of the structural dynamic responses of the 

Ares I-X launch vehicle when this vehicle was subject to 

vibro-acoustic excitation in the form of lift-off acoustics and 

unsteady aerodynamic pressure fluctuations. A SEA model 

was used to predict the high-frequency ranges of the vehicle.

The general development of launch vehicles and missiles 

includes estimations of the loads by examining results 

from previous developments. In the case of a launch 

vehicle, there is a multitude of investigation results and 

design specifications regarding dynamic loads. However, 

for missiles, it is difficult to find relevant load results in the 

literature because of confidential reason.

MIL-STD-810 is a well-established environmental design 

specification for military vehicles. It has been used as a 

general specification for vehicle dynamic loads in early 

design stage. But it is also known to be rather conservative 

and is even incapable of specifying the requirements for all 

the possible flight conditions. Therefore, it should be tailored 

and verified by using the experimental results and analysis 

predictions during the vehicle development period.

The major objective of this paper is to study proper 

estimation method which helps to estimate design 

specifications for the dynamic loads acting on both the 

vehicle and on electronic equipment at an arbitrary location 

inside the vehicle, especially for missile.

However, in this paper, not all of the dynamic load 

components to be considered at an early design stage of the 

vehicle during launch events are considered. The acoustic 

loads and excitation caused by the solid rocket motor 

during the lift-off event and the load caused by aerodynamic 

pressure fluctuations during cruising flight are presented. 

The main engine excitation load is not considered in this 

paper due to the complexity of predicting and/or measuring 

this type of load.

2.  Dynamic load predictions for a high-
speed flight vehicle

A HSFV is launched in a launch canister. Subsequently, 

solid rocket booster accelerates the vehicle to reach the main 

engine start up velocity. The vehicle then separates from the 

rocket booster and starts up the main engine to maintain 

cruise flight. The launch events of a HSFV are divided into 

three phases: the lift-off phase, the boosting phase and the 

cruise flight phase. In each phase, the vehicle undergoes a 

different set of dynamic loads.

A HSFV launch consists of several series of events, 

and each of these have several independent sources of 

dynamic loads acting on the launch vehicle and electronic 

equipment. The launch and flight environments generate 

severe dynamic loads on hardware; these can be categorized 

into the following four major excitation sources [6].

-  Acoustic pressure excitation generated by the solid 

rocket motor during launch in the frequency range of 20 

Hz to 8,000 Hz.

-  Self-induced excitation generated by the solid rocket 

motor and the sustaining main engine in the frequency 

range of 20 Hz to 2,000 Hz.

-  High-frequency random excitation generated by 

aerodynamic pressure fluctuations during the 

atmospheric flight in the frequency range of 20 Hz to 

2,000 Hz.

-  Shock impulsive excitation loads generated by pyro-

shocks during separation events: this type provides 

significant energy exceeding a frequency of 500 Hz. It is 

measured from 100 Hz to 10 kHz.

Acoustic loads, rocket motor vibratory loads, and 

aerodynamic pressure fluctuation loads among the four 

major excitation sources will be considered in this paper. The 

analytical procedure pertaining to the dynamic loads acting 

on a HSFV is illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.1 Rocket motor vibratory loads

Nearly all launch vehicles and missiles contain solid rocket 

motor as boosting stages. When the rocket motor burns, 

vortex shedding in the internal flow inside the solid rocket 

motor can generate self-induced oscillation with regard 

to the internal pressure in broad band frequency range. 

Hence, this type of self-induced oscillation of the rocket 

motor can excite the fuselage mainly in the axial direction. 

The pressure oscillation frequencies approximately correlate 

with those of the longitudinal acoustic modes of the solid 

rocket motor in a phenomenon known as “resonance 

burning” which affects vehicle in low frequency ranges. 

Generally, resonance burning for large launch vehicles and 

their payload structures has not been considered as a critical 

dynamic load during the design of load cycles for primary 

structures. However, for relatively small vehicles such as the 

Taurus launch vehicle or missiles with solid rocket motor, 

resonant burning can induce significant dynamic loads and 

thus must be considered [3].
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2.2 Acoustic vibratory loads

A HSFV and its electronic equipment experience severe 

high-level random acoustic loads during the lift-off. Such 

severe dynamic loads originate from the acoustic noise due 

to the rocket motor exhaust gas. The rocket motor jet plume 

strikes the launch pad and is re-directed to the launch vehicle 

by the plum deflector. These acoustic loads will impinge 

on the launch vehicle structure and skin. Subsequently, 

the sound pressure will excite the surface and generate a 

vibration response, which is then transferred from the skin 

to the payload and to the sensitive electronic equipment. The 

acoustic vibratory load is characterized as random in nature; 

thus, the resulting mechanical vibrations will be random as 

well.

The rocket motor create wide-band frequency acoustic 

noise, and the high-frequency content is particularly 

intense. Such high-frequency noise will particularly affect 

the electronic equipment.

2.3  Aerodynamic fluctuating pressure excitation 
loads

Aerodynamic fluctuating pressure was considered as a 

significant dynamic load during the 1960s, as a series of 

launch vehicle failures occurred during transonic flights [8].

In general, fluctuating pressures are proportional to the 

free-stream dynamic pressure (q∞) for a given unsteady 

flow. However, the maximum fluctuating pressure does 

not always arise at the maximum free-stream dynamic 

pressure for certain regions which undergo a rapid change 

of the cross-section due to the non-homogeneous flow 

field. Regions exposed to separate flow and shock waves will 

experience higher fluctuating pressures of at least ten times 

the magnitude than those associated with an attached flow. 

Accordingly, the flight vehicle geometry is very important 

with regard to aerodynamic fluctuating pressure levels 

because the air flows are highly correlated with the geometry 

[9].

In this paper, an external fluctuating pressure estimation 

model is developed to estimate the fluctuating pressure time 

history on the surface of the vehicle using CFD calculations. 

From the CFD results, the turbulent boundary layer (TBL) 

parameters are predicted and subsequently, a vibration 

response in the vehicle can be estimated using VA-ONE.

 

3.  Analytical method for the high-frequency 
response

The frequency range for the present predictions of relevant 

components cannot always be highly accurately selected, 

as they depend on the characteristics of the particular 

component. 

Generally, for a large structural component such as 

an entire launch vehicle, it should be noted that the low 

frequency range will be from 0 Hz (static) to the first normal 

mode of the overall structure, i.e., up to approximately 100 

Hz. The high frequency range is characterized by a high 

modal density and high modal overlap, which usually 

exceeds 400 Hz [6].

For the low frequency range, the finite element method 

(FEM) is capable of predicting structural responses at good 

confidence levels. However, for the high frequency range, 

the prediction accuracy is degraded as the frequency 

increases. This occurs because maintaining the accuracy 

of the structural behavior of the high frequency range 

requires that the structural grids remain sufficiently fine 

enough to capture short wavelengths. This will cause the 

accumulation of numerical discrepancies from the true 

response. Moreover, in a more physical explanation, the 

number of natural modes included in the structure increases 

sharply as the frequency increases. These modes can overlap 

26 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Analysis procedure of the vibratory loads of a launch vehicle 
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with one another, after which deterministic computational 

methods such as FEM and the boundary element method 

(BEM), cannot predict all of the natural modes precisely. In 

addition, the physical response will become very sensitive to 

structural details such as the boundary conditions.

To overcome such limitations of the FEM for the high 

frequency range described above, statistical energy analysis 

(SEA) has been widely adopted to predict the transient 

responses of large scale structures such as space launch 

vehicles, ships, and high-speed train and it is applicable for 

predicting shock response of the satellite during separation 

event [10]. However, SEA is not capable of precisely 

predicting the transient responses of structural responses 

in the low frequency range due to its limitations related to 

theoretical hypotheses.

3.1 Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA)

SEA was suggested by Lyon [11] in order to predict the high-

frequency responses of the large-size structures, particularly 

for the acoustic loads in space launch vehicles. The method 

was developed based on the principle of the energy 

balance between subsystems. Similar to the heat transfer 

phenomenon, power always flows from one subsystem with 

higher modal energy to other subsystems with lower modal 

energy. Based on this assumption, the basic SEA equation 

was developed, as shown below. A schematic of SEA model 

is shown in Fig.2 for two connected subsystems.

The energy equilibriums in subsystem-1 and subsystem-2 

are as follows:
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Because the acoustic and structural behaviors of high-

frequency vibrations satisfy the basic assumptions of SEA, 

i.e., that the mean value of the modal energy should be equal 

to the system energy [11], it has been widely used to analyze 

the structural dynamics problems of launch vehicles.

Defining the coupling loss factor (CLF) and the damping 

loss factor (DLF) is one of key parameters in SEA. The CLF 

and DLF are defined in a similar manner, but they are 

different in that the DLF is a measure of the power dissipation 

out of a subsystem while the CLF is that of power transmitted 

among subsystems. In general, the CLF can be evaluated 

by analytical method using semi-infinite assumption of 

typical subsystems but DLF is difficult to either predict 

or measure about its reliable values from either analysis 

or measurement. For that reason, many researchers have 

studied the DLF for interested structures or materials before 

they analyzed vibratory responses. Qinzhong Shi et al. [12] 

presented DLF values and estimation procedures using 

measurement about H-IIA launch vehicle. To predict DLF 

values, a real launch vehicle was used. They experimentally 

extracted by equipment the value of DLF and CLF of H-IIA 

fairing through impact and acoustic excitation.

Because predicting DLF using experimental method 

is difficult and a time-consuming task, in this paper, an 

empirical damping values suggested by Lyon were used 

instead of experimental method. Lyon [11] suggested certain 

procedures for evaluating the damping loss factor (Fig. 3). He 

suggested that an empirical damping value could be used 

when either measured or theoretical damping values were 

not available. It was estimated based on measured values 

for similar subsystems. Fig. 3 shows the empirical damping 

loss factor for typical subsystems. From Fig. 3, the DLF was 

selected to be 0.01 (1% damping) because general launch 

27 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Schematic of SEA model 
 
  

Fig. 2.  Schematic of SEA model
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vehicles and missiles are composed of thin plates and shells 

joined by bolts and rivets. Therefore, in this paper, vibratory 

response prediction for HSFV was performed by using DLF 

value of 0.01.

It is known that the modal density becomes higher as the 

frequency increases [6, 11]. Such vibration characteristics 

in structures show that SEA is more feasible in the high 

frequency range than it is in the low frequency range owing to 

the assumptions in SEA. In order to increase the confidence 

of prediction results by SEA, the number of modes in a 

frequency band of the subsystem should be greater than 

three.

In this paper, SEA was used as the basic analytical method 

for the high frequency range and finite element analysis 

(FEA) was used for the mid and low frequency range.

4. Excitation loads acting on the vehicle

The most critical dynamic loads during the launch event 

are as follows: the self-induced random excitation of the 

solid rocket motor and main engine, the acoustic load 

generated by the rocket motor exhaust jet plume, and the 

aerodynamically induced pressure fluctuation loads during 

atmospheric flight. This paper will take the following factors 

into account: the lift-off load (the rocket motor excitation 

and acoustic loads) and the cruise flight loads (aerodynamic 

fluctuating pressure loads).

4.1  Analytical prediction of the acoustic loads in the 
vehicle during lift-off

HSFV is launched from inner side of the launch canister 

which is different from the space launch vehicle. The launch 

canister affects the acoustic load impinged on the vehicle. 

This paper suggests an improved prediction methodology for 

the sound pressure level (SPL) impinging on the surface of a 

HSFV which includes the launch canister effect, the screen 

effect, and the reflection effect based on the suggestions in 

NASA SP-8072 (Fig. 4). 

The rocket motor exhaust stream mixed with the ambient 

atmosphere will disperse strong sound pressure into the 

atmosphere. This sound pressure will impinge on the 

surface of the HSFV. The magnitude of the resulting acoustic 

loads will be a function of the following parameters: the 

rocket nozzle geometry, the shape of the launch pad, the 

shape of the exhaust plume, and the launch speed of the 

vehicle [13].

To predict the acoustic loads existing on the surface of the 

HSFV considering the launch pad, an improved empirical 

estimation method was developed based on the DSM-II 

(Distributed Source Method-II) in NASA SP-8072 [13], which 

suggested an empirical estimation method for the launch 

vehicle. Fig. 4 (a) shows an illustration of the rocket exhaust 

flow and the contour of the overall sound presser level 

(OASPL) for the launch situation. 

Overall acoustic power radiated by jet is determined as:

28 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Empirical damping loss factor for steel and aluminum thin plates and shells [11] 
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(a) Concept of the empirical method by DSM-II (NASA SP-8072 [13]) 
 
 

 
 

(b) Present analysis configuration by DSM-II 
 

Fig. 4. Illustration of the acoustic source locations and propagation  
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The methodology suggested in NASA SP-8072 can estimate the acoustic pressure to a precision 

level of ±4 dB. 

Differing from other general launch vehicles, the HSFV is launched in a launch canister and exhibits 

the following two unique phenomena (Fig. 4 (b)). The first is the “screen effect,” reducing the SPL 

impinging on the vehicle because the launch canister acts as a screen to reduce the acoustic pressure 

from the rocket motor. The second is the “reflection effect,” which increases the SPL because the 

launch canister acts as a reflector for the acoustic pressure, such as when the sound source is located 

in the canister. Fig. 4b shows an analysis of a configuration using the present improved method. In 

this figure, the HSFV is fired from the inside of a tilted canister and has a deflector for the rocket 

plume at the rear of the aft canister such that it deflects the rocket motor exhaust stream. The blue line 

represents the launch canister. Each of the green dots represents a sound source on the jet plume, and 

the red dots represent the location of the sound source when applying the reflection effect in the 

canister. The station number represents the locations of the receivers at which the SPL is estimated. 

Park et al. [14] showed details pertaining to the analytical prediction method of the acoustic loads 

experienced by a HSFV as utilized in this paper. 

Figs. 5 and 6 show the predicted results in terms of the SPL regarding the vehicle flight altitude at 

five locations of the HSFV surface in the axial direction of the vehicle. 

Figure 5 shows the OASPL results on the surface of the vehicle with respect to the flight altitude of 

(6)

where SPLs, b, p : sound pressure level in each frequency band 

at each point, p, in each slice

SPLb, p : total SPL in the frequency band b at any point p

The methodology suggested in NASA SP-8072 can estimate 

the acoustic pressure to a precision level of ±4 dB.

Differing from other general launch vehicles, the HSFV 

is launched in a launch canister and exhibits the following 

two unique phenomena (Fig. 4 (b)). The first is the “screen 

effect,” reducing the SPL impinging on the vehicle because 

the launch canister acts as a screen to reduce the acoustic 

pressure from the rocket motor. The second is the “reflection 

effect,” which increases the SPL because the launch canister 

acts as a reflector for the acoustic pressure, such as when 

the sound source is located in the canister. Fig. 4b shows 

an analysis of a configuration using the present improved 

method. In this figure, the HSFV is fired from the inside of a 

tilted canister and has a deflector for the rocket plume at the 

rear of the aft canister such that it deflects the rocket motor 

exhaust stream. The blue line represents the launch canister. 

Each of the green dots represents a sound source on the jet 

plume, and the red dots represent the location of the sound 

source when applying the reflection effect in the canister. 

The station number represents the locations of the receivers 

at which the SPL is estimated.

Park et al. [14] showed details pertaining to the analytical 

prediction method of the acoustic loads experienced by a 

HSFV as utilized in this paper.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the predicted results in terms of the SPL 

regarding the vehicle flight altitude at five locations of the 

HSFV surface in the axial direction of the vehicle.

Figure 5 shows the OASPL results on the surface of the 

vehicle with respect to the flight altitude of the vehicle. 

Each station is a sensor location (Fig. 4 (b)). Station 1 is the 

location of the closest sensor to the rocket motor, and Station 

5 is the sensor farthest from the rocket motor. OASPL on 

the surface of the vehicle varies with respect to the location 

of the sensors from the rocket motor; it also depends on 

whether or not the sensor is located in the canister due to 

both the screen and the reflection effect. It was found that 

the maximum OASPL value on the surface of the vehicle will 

occur when the flight altitude of the vehicle is 6 m.
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Fig. 5. Overall sound pressure level at each station with respect to the altitude of the vehicle 
 
  

Fig. 5.  Overall sound pressure level at each station with respect to the 
altitude of the vehicle
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(a) Flight altitude 0 m 

 

 
(b) Flight altitude 6 m 

 
Fig. 6. Sound pressure level at each position on the surface in terms of the frequency at a fixed 

altitude 
  

(a) Flight altitude 0 m
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(a) Flight altitude 0 m 

 

 
(b) Flight altitude 6 m 

 
Fig. 6. Sound pressure level at each position on the surface in terms of the frequency at a fixed 

altitude 
  

(b) Flight altitude 6 m

Fig. 6.  Sound pressure level at each position on the surface in terms 
of the frequency at a fixed altitude
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Figure 6 shows the distribution of the SPL with respect 

to the frequency at a fixed flight altitude of vehicle. At zero 

altitude (Fig. 6 (a)), the results appear as a smooth line 

because there exists only the screen effect of the canister. 

However, at an altitude of 6 m (Fig. 6 (b)), the result appears 

as a roughly shaped line due to both effects, i.e., the screen 

effect and the reflection effect of the canister. According to 

the reflection effect, the resulting OASPL was increased by 

approximately 3 dB [14].

4.2 Rocket motor self-excited vibration

The rocket motor self-excited vibration, also known 

as “resonant burning,” has characteristics such that the 

excitation frequency varies with respect to the size of the 

rocket motor. It was reported that the Peacekeeper rocket 

motor applied to the Taurus launch vehicle showed a natural 

frequency of 70 Hz in the axial direction [3]. Thus, launch 

vehicles smaller than Taurus are expected to have higher 

excitation frequencies as compared to that of Peacekeeper.

The rocket motor thrust and acoustic pressure were 

measured during a static firing test, and the measurement 

sampling frequency were 10 kHz and 20 kHz, respectively. The 

frequency spectrum of the rocket motor was estimated using 

a FFT (fast Fourier transform) algorithm for the measurement 

results. From the thrust and acoustic measurement results 

as determined during the static firing test, resonant burning 

was observed. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the frequencies 

of the rocket motor acoustic pressure (Fig. 7 (a)) and thrust 

(Fig. 7 (b)). The dominant frequencies are very similar to 

each other. These frequencies are between 80 to 120 Hz. 

Thus, it can be regarded as a resonant burning. The red line 

in the thrust spectrum describes the input exciting force in 

the present SEA/FEA analysis model.

4.3 Aerodynamic pressure fluctuating loads

Before the vibration response of a structure excited by 

fluctuating pressure flow fields is predicted, the fluctuating 

pressure loads impinging on the surface should be defined. 

The key parameters for the definition of the fluctuating 

pressure loads are (a) the overall pressure level, (b) the 

power spectrum, and (c) the narrow-band spatial correlation 

coefficients along and across the axis of the structure [9]. 

After these parameters are defined, the vibration response 

can be computed using SEA or a modal superposition 
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a) Frequency spectrum of the acoustic pressure 

 
b) Frequency spectrum of the thrust 

Fig. 7. Rocket motor excitation loads and acoustic pressure measurements from the static firing test 

(a) Frequency spectrum of the acoustic pressure
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a) Frequency spectrum of the acoustic pressure 

 
b) Frequency spectrum of the thrust 

Fig. 7. Rocket motor excitation loads and acoustic pressure measurements from the static firing test 
(b) Frequency spectrum of the thrust

Fig. 7.  Rocket motor excitation loads and acoustic pressure measure-
ments from the static firing test
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Fig. 8. Procedure for defining the TBL parameters using VA-ONE 
 
  

Fig. 8. Procedure for defining the TBL parameters using VA-ONE
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method of the FEM.

To define the parameters of the fluctuating pressure, a 

CFD (computational fluid dynamics) analysis was conducted 

using FLUENT. From the CFD results, the TBL (turbulent 

boundary layer) parameters could be defined using VA-ONE. 

Fig. 8 shows the procedure used to define the fluctuating 

surface pressure and TBL parameters.

A CFD analysis was performed using FLUENT for HSFV 

during the cruise flight condition.

Figure 9 presents a visualization of the static pressure 

coefficient (Cp). In it, a shock wave and separated flow are 

observed at the front fuselage of the vehicle. It is known 

that regions of the vehicle exposed to separated flow and 

oscillation shock waves will undergo a level of fluctuating 

pressure which is at least ten times greater in magnitude as 

compared to regions exposed to an attached flow [9].  Thus, 

it can be expected that the regions of FSP-1 and FSP-2 will 

experience greater fluctuating pressure levels than other 

regions in the vehicle due to the existence of shock waves 

and separated flows. And it is founded at Fig. 12.

The pressure time history at each grid point was exported 

to the CGNS (CFD General Notation System) file format 

together with the geometry data from FLUENT analysis 

results. VA-ONE then imported the pressure time history to 

the relevant FEM grid (Fig. 10) and calculated the frequency 

spectrum in the subsystems using FFT.

From the procedure used to define the TBL parameters 

(Fig. 8), the average fluctuating pressure spectrum and the 

TBL parameters could be calculated (Fig. 12) using VA-ONE 

for the SEA subsystems.

Figure 11 shows the distribution of the overall pressure 

level of the fluctuation surface impinging on the vehicle. 

The maximum value is found locally in the FSP-2 region. 

Comparing to the CFD results, the maximum Cp is found in 

the FSP-1 region, as shown in Fig. 9. It was found that the 

fluctuating surface pressure level does not correlate exactly 

with the Cp distribution from the CFD results (Fig. 9), as the 

fluctuating surface pressure is affected more by the turbulent 

boundary layer than by the static pressure.

Figure 12 shows the fluctuating pressure spectrum on 

the external surface of the vehicle in the 1/3rd octave band 

frequency. The legend in Fig. 12 represents the location of the 
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Fig. 9. Static pressure coefficient (Cp) distribution 

 
  

Fig. 9. Static pressure coefficient (Cp) distribution
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 Fig.10. External depiction of the present high-speed flight vehicle FEA model (cruise flight 
condition – aerodynamic fluctuating surface pressure loads) 

 
  

Fig. 10.  External depiction of the present high-speed flight vehicle FEA model (cruise flight condition – aerodynamic fluctuating surface pressure 
loads)
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Fig. 11. Fluctuating surface pressure distribution 

 
  

Fig. 11.  Fluctuating surface pressure distribution
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surface on the vehicle, as shown in Figs. 10. The maximum 

fluctuating pressure level is observed at FSP-2; it is predicted 

that the turbulent boundary layer is well developed in this 

region due to shock wave and separated flows. FSP-3 ~ 7, 

which exist far from the nose cone, have a relatively low 

fluctuating surface pressure compared to those at the front 

locations. It is found that shock wave and separated flow 

generate quite strong fluctuating surface pressure compared 

to the attached flow. And one interesting property of the 

fluctuating surface pressure level is that it will decrease as 

the frequency increases, especially at rear locations of the 

vehicle.

5.  Development of the present response 
analysis model

The present HSFV SEA model was developed based on the 

shell element created by CATIA, a commercial computer-

aided design software package. The commercial vibro-

acoustic software package VA-ONE 2014 [15] was used in 

this paper because it is capable of solving vibro-acoustic 

problems precisely and efficiently, especially for large-scale 

structures and those in high frequency ranges.

The present HSFV subsystem includes the cylindrical 

skin, internal structural frame, fuel tank barrier/rib, and the 

inner air volumes. To build these subsystems, the curved 

shell, single curved shell, flat plate, and beam elements of 

the SEA subsystems were used considering the details of the 

geometry configuration and the structural characteristics. 

The present HSFV SEA model was composed of 98 SEA 

subsystems.

To evaluate the validity of frequency range of SEA 

subsystem, the ‘modes in band’ are examined at the 

equipment bay at the front part of the vehicle. It is generally 

recommended that the number of ‘modes in band’ should 

be greater than three ‘modes in band’ in a frequency band to 

have a confidence of SEA results. Fig. 13 shows the number of 

‘modes in band’ at the equipment bay in terms of frequency. 

The number of ‘modes in band’ in subsystem indicates that 

in order to maintain a minimum of three ‘modes in band’, 

will be valid for a frequency range greater than 500 Hz.

Figure 14 shows the present HSFV SEA model. Diffuse 

acoustic field (DAF) excitation was used in the present SEA 

model to take the acoustic loads into account. The acoustic 

SPL results using DSM-II, as shown in Fig. 6 (b), were applied 

to each surface of the HSFV as excitation loads using the 

properties of the inherent DAF excitation.

Point force excitation was used in the present SEA model 

to apply the self-excited vibration of the rocket motor at 

the rear locations of the vehicle, where an interface exists 

between the rocket motor and the vehicle structure.

The maximum acoustic SPL at a flight altitude of 6 m was 

selected from among the other possible prediction conditions 

where the acoustic loads were applied in the present SEA 

model. Table 1 shows the OASPL at different positions in the 

present vehicle at the instant when the location of vehicle is 

6 m away from the initial launch location.

To apply the fluctuating surface pressure impinging on 

the vehicle during cruise flight, TBL loading was used in the 

SEA analysis model (Fig. 14) and FSP (fluctuating surface 

pressure) loading was used in the FEA analysis model (Fig. 

10) to compute the vibration responses at different frequency 

ranges (e.g., SEA model: high frequency range, hybrid 

model: low and mid frequency range). The present hybrid 

model is composed of 30,296 FEA elements. Using the FEA 

model, the fluctuating surface pressure spectrum and TBL 

parameters can be estimated by the FSP in VA-ONE, which is 

used with the FEA subsystems with the pressure time history 
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Fig. 12. Fluctuating pressure spectrum on an each external surface of the vehicle 
 
  

Fig. 12.  Fluctuating pressure spectrum on an each external surface of 
the vehicle
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Fig. 13. Number of “modes in band” at the equipment bay in term of frequency 
(1/3rd octave frequency band) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13.  Number of “modes in band” at the equipment bay in term of 
frequency(1/3rd octave frequency band)
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data imported from the CFD results.

The FEM analysis model was verified by comparing 

natural frequencies between analysis predictions and the 

modal experiment results of the vehicle. The first bending 

mode of the prediction is 68.2 Hz. It is similar to the modal 

experiment result (1st bending 63Hz) within 7% discrepancy. 

The prediction results for the natural frequency are 

summarized in Table 2.

6.  Discussion of the predicted structural re-
sponses

Figure 15 shows the response prediction results at the 

mounting plate of the electronic equipment excited by 

only the self-excitation of the rocket motor. The pink circle 

represents the present SEA prediction result, the blue square 

represents the FEA result, and the red line denotes the 

vibration specification as suggested in MIL-STD-810 [16], 

which is the general environmental specification for military 

vehicles.

It is interesting to note the differences between the 

present SEA and FEA results because the reliability of SEA 

predictions usually drops in low frequency ranges while this 

occurs for FEA predictions in high frequency ranges [4].

The present SEA prediction was made using the 1/3rd 

octave band up to 2,000 Hz, while the FEA results were 

achieved with the 1 Hz frequency band up to 400 Hz. To 
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Fig. 14. External depiction of the present high-speed flight vehicle SEA model (lift-off condition) 
 

 
  

Fig. 14. External depiction of the present high-speed flight vehicle SEA model (lift-off condition)

Table 1. OASPL at each station on the surface (vehicle flight altitude: 6 m)
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Table 1. OASPL at each station on the surface (vehicle flight altitude: 6 m) 

Position No. 1 2 3 4 5 

OASPL 
(dB) 139.0 137.0 135.1 133.2 132.0 
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the SEA and FEA response prediction results excited by the rocket motor 

 
  

Fig. 15.  Comparison of the SEA and FEA response prediction results 
excited by the rocket motor

Table 2. Natural frequencies of the vehicle
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Table 2. Natural frequencies of the vehicle 

Mode shape 1st 
bending 

2nd 
bending 

1st  
torsion 

3rd 
bending Axial 

Analysis (Hz) 68.2 174.1 203.1 308.6 327.7 

Experiment (Hz) 62.0 - - - - 
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confirm the appropriateness of the frequency range for the 

present SEA prediction, the number of “modes in band” for 

the subsystems was examined. The number of modes in band 

in subsystem indicated that in order to maintain a minimum 

of three modes in band, the prediction would be valid in a 

frequency range greater than 400 Hz. For this reason, the 

FEA prediction was obtained for frequencies up to 400 Hz. 

If the FEA result is obtained in a higher frequency range, the 

prediction results would not be valid due to the increased 

number of elements used and the overlapped natural 

modes in the higher frequency range. It was expected that 

the prediction accuracy would become degraded and the 

computational time would increase rapidly as the frequency 

range increases.

Figure 15 shows that the present SEA prediction results 

were greater than those by FEA. It is known that SEA shows a 

tendency to provide greater values as compared to FEA due 

to the basic assumption in SEA, particularly in low frequency 

ranges. And the prediction results of SEA below 400 Hz is not 

reliable because the number of modes in band is not greater 

than three number in the subsystem. The peak values are 

observed at 135 Hz and 167 Hz. These values are assessed 

to be the fundamental and second resonant frequencies of 

the mounting plate of the electronic equipment. Because the 

response by FEA at 135 Hz is greater than the specification of 

MIL-STD-810, the plate must be reinforced to avoid possible 

resonant vibration.

Figure 16 shows the results at the equipment bay excited 

when only considering the acoustic loads on the surface of 

the present HSFV.

The SEA result was obtained in the 1/3rd octave band 

up to 8,000 Hz. Figs. 16 (a) and (b) compare the vibration 

response results at the equipment bay of the front part of the 

vehicle and the rear part of vehicle, respectively. The red line 

is the vibration specification suggested in MIL-STD-810. The 

specification at the rear fuselage is greater than that at the 
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(a) Front mounting plate 

 

 
(b) Rear mounting plate 

 
Fig. 16. SEA analysis results at the mounting plate during the lift-off (as excited by acoustic loads) 
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(a) Front mounting plate 

 

 
(b) Rear mounting plate 

 
Fig. 16. SEA analysis results at the mounting plate during the lift-off (as excited by acoustic loads) 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                           (a) Front mounting plate                                                                                    (b) Rear mounting plate

Fig. 16. SEA analysis results at the mounting plate during the lift-off (as excited by acoustic loads)
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(a) Front mounting plate 

 

 
(b) Rear mounting plate 

 
Fig. 17. SEA prediction results at the mounting plate during lift-off (excited by the acoustic loads and 

by random excitation of the rocket motor) 
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(a) Front mounting plate 

 

 
(b) Rear mounting plate 

 
Fig. 17. SEA prediction results at the mounting plate during lift-off (excited by the acoustic loads and 

by random excitation of the rocket motor) 
 
 
 
 

                                                         (a) Front mounting plate                                                                                   (b) Rear mounting plate

Fig. 17. SEA prediction results at the mounting plate during lift-off (excited by the acoustic loads and by random excitation of the rocket motor)
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front fuselage because the rear fuselage is closer to the main 

engine than the front fuselage. The pink circle represents 

the frequency response at the mounting plate (MP-2); this 

value was used as a reference value to be compared with 

the specification (red line). On the whole, the reference 

value is smaller than the specification value. However, at the 

rear fuselage, it is very close to the specification level near 

1,000 Hz. From these results, the mounting plate in the rear 

fuselage requires a protection measure from acoustic loads, 

especially near 1,000 Hz.

Figure 17 shows the results at the mounting plate of the 

electronic equipment excited by the acoustic loads and 

rocket motor self-excitation simultaneously. This excitation 

result is similar to that in the lift-off condition. In Fig. 17 (a), 

the estimation results (pink square) are shown to exceed the 

specification limit in the frequency range between 80 Hz and 

150 Hz. It was predicted that this result arose due to the self-

excitation of the rocket motor. In a higher frequency range, 

the response increases as the frequency increases due to the 

acoustic loads, but the results are still within the specified 

range. In Fig. 17 (b), the response is close to the specification 

limit at the frequency range over 1,000 Hz. This is regarded to 

be due to the acoustic loads.

Rocket motor self-excitation affects the front fuselage 

more than it does the rear fuselage. It was found that this 

load is directly transferred to the front fuselage due to the 

system characteristics of the present HSFV. However, it was 

also found that the acoustic load affects the rear fuselage 

more than it does the front fuselage because the acoustic 

load on the surface is larger at the rear fuselage than that at 

the front fuselage.

During cruise flight, the vehicle is subjected to two 

different dynamic loads simultaneously. The first is the 

fluctuating load of the aerodynamic pressure, and the 

second is the self-induced load of the main engine. However, 

only aerodynamic loads are considered in this study because 

it is difficult to predict and/or measure self-induced loads of 

main engine. The self-induced loads of main engine will be 

studied more in future work.

Figure 18 shows the FEA prediction results as calculated 

in the 1/3rd octave band at the different locations of each 

mounting plate excited by only the fluctuating loads of the 

aerodynamic pressure (see Fig. 10). Mounting plates 1 (MP-

1) is located in the front part of the fuselage, and mounting 

plate 3 (MP-3) is located in the rear part of the fuselage (Fig. 

14). The peak frequencies are observed to be 80 Hz and 

200 Hz in MP-3 and at 315 Hz in MP-1, respectively. They 

are predicted as the natural frequencies of the mounting 

plate. The response in the front fuselage is larger than that 

in the rear case because the aerodynamic loads are more 

severe in front fuselage as compared to the rear fuselage. 

The prediction results are within the specification limit 
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Fig. 18. FEA prediction results at the mounting plate 1 (MP-1) excited by the aerodynamic pressure 
fluctuating loads) 

  

Fig. 18.  FEA prediction results at the mounting plate 1 (MP-1) excited 
by the aerodynamic pressure fluctuating loads)
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a) FEA and SEA estimation results (at MP-1) 

 

 
b) Combining estimation result of FEA and SEA 

 
Fig. 19. Comparison of response analysis results between SEA and FEA on mounting plate 1 (only 

excited by aerodynamic loads) 
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a) FEA and SEA estimation results (at MP-1) 

 

 
b) Combining estimation result of FEA and SEA 

 
Fig. 19. Comparison of response analysis results between SEA and FEA on mounting plate 1 (only 

excited by aerodynamic loads) 
 

                                           (a) FEA and SEA estimation results (at MP-1)                                    (b) Combining estimation result of FEA and SEA

Fig. 19. Comparison of response analysis results between SEA and FEA on mounting plate 1 (only excited by aerodynamic loads)
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and are relatively low compared to the specification limit. 

This indicates that the fluctuating loads of the aerodynamic 

pressure do not excite the vehicle structure significantly as it 

is compared with the other dynamic loads for the HSFV.

Figure 19 (a) shows the vibration response results at MP-

1, excited by fluctuating loads of the aerodynamic pressure. 

The red line represents the SEA results and the blue line 

represents the results of the FEA method as calculated in 

the 1/3rd octave band. There are no SEA results available for 

low frequency ranges below 400 Hz. In the high frequency 

range of over 400 Hz, the predicted values of SEA are similar 

to the average values of FEA prediction. However, over 1,200 

Hz, the discrepancy increases between the SEA results and 

those by FEA. Generally, in the high frequency range, it is 

known that SEA results are more reliable than those by a FEA 

method. For the computation time, the SEA method required 

less than 10 minutes to calculate the vibration response up to 

2,000 Hz. On the other hand, the FEA method needed more 

than 47 hours to calculate the vibration response in the same 

frequency ranges. It was found that SEA is a very powerful 

method when used to predict vibration responses, especially 

for large-scale structures and high-frequency vibration 

problems such as launch vehicle dynamic loads.

Thus, when predicting the vibratory responses of HSFVs, 

the FEA method is shown to be more effective in low and mid 

frequency ranges, whereas the SEA method becomes more 

valid in high frequency ranges over 400 Hz. Fig. 19 (b) shows 

the vibratory response predictions by combining SEA and 

FEA in broad frequency range. Blue line is obtained from 

results of FEA within 400 Hz and red line is obtained from 

those of SEA over 400 Hz. Combining FEA and SEA results in 

a relevant frequency range is an effective method to estimate 

the vibratory response for HSFV.

7. Conclusion

Response predictions were made at the mounting plate 

of electronic equipment in a high-speed flight vehicle using 

SEA and FEA method. A SEA was used when acoustic loads 

and rocket motor self-excitation impinge upon the vehicle 

(lift-off condition) and FEA and SEA method were used 

when only fluctuating loads of the aerodynamic pressure are 

subjected to the vehicle (cruise flight condition). 

A prediction method which helps to establish design 

specifications for the action of dynamic loads on the 

electronic equipment inside a vehicle was studied. From this 

approach, the predicted responses were compared with the 

proposed specification limit suggested in MIL-STD-810 to 

verify the appropriateness of the specification.

From the results of this study, it was found that the most 

critical dynamic loads for HSFV launch events are the self-

induced excitation loads of the rocket motor. These mainly 

affect the front fuselage in the low frequency range, whereas 

the acoustic loads affect the rear fuselage more in the high 

frequency range. However, the fluctuating loads of the 

aerodynamic pressure affect the vibration response of the 

HSFV slightly compared to other dynamic loads.

It was found that combining FEA and SEA method in 

a relevant frequency range will become more valid to 

estimate the vibratory response for HSFV. And it is capable 

of improving the reliability of the prediction and relieve 

computational loads.

In the future, the present HSFV dynamic response 

assessments will be updated and refined. In addition, the 

self-induced excitation loads of the main engine, known to 

be major dynamic loads during cruise flight, will be studied 

and the vibration prediction methodology will be completed 

by considering all possible dynamic loads for HSFV launch 

events. 
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